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1 Interpretation: In these conditions “work” means the goods and services (including any instalment of the goods 
or services or any parts for them) which Whitehall Printing Co (Avon) Ltd (herein referred to as the Company) is 
to supply in accordance with these conditions.

2 Sole Contract Terms: All quotations are made and all orders for goods and services issued by the Company 
are accepted subject to the following conditions that shall form and govern the contract of sale between the 
parties.  These conditions  constitute the entire agreement between the parties and shall prevail notwithstanding 
any unilateral variation  of the Terms and  Conditions by the customer. Any variation to these conditions in 
any document of the customer is unacceptable unless accepted in writing by the Company and signed by an 
authorised  Director on behalf of the Company.

3 Price and Order Variation: 
 (a) Quotations are based on information supplied by the Customer and on Company current costs for production. 

The period of validity of each quotation shall be 30 days from the date of issue. The Company reserves the right, 
unless otherwise agreed in writing, to amend quotations on or at any time after acceptance if the Customer 
changes specification or supplies additional information or to meet any rise or fall in Company costs. 

 (b) All prices quoted are ex works unless otherwise agreed in writing. 
 (c) All prices quoted are net of Value Added Tax which will be charged where applicable along with any other taxes, 

duties or royalties payable against the work to be completed, whether or not included in the estimate or invoice.

4 Preliminary Work: All work carried out, whether experimentally or otherwise at the Customer’s request, shall be 
charged and shall be paid for by the Customer on demand or in advance if so required by the Company who will 
notify the Customer in advance of such charges being incurred. A charge shall be made to cover any additional 
work involved where copy supplied is not clear and legible or in a format that the Company is able to take onward 
for production or that does not meet the criteria for submission specified by the Company.  All proofs for work to 
be completed must be signed for by the Customer.  All completed work must be signed for by the Customer.  No 
liability shall be incurred by the Company for any errors not corrected by the Customer on proofs submitted by 
the Company for the Customer’s approval. The Customer must approve the proofs before the work is completed.  
Customer’s alterations and additional proofs necessitated thereby shall be charged extra. When style, type or 
layout is at the Company’s discretion, alterations made by the Customer shall be charged extra.

5 Refusal to accept Work: 
 (a) The Company may at any time notwithstanding prior acceptance of any order for Work, refuse to undertake 

or complete all or any part of such Work, and shall be under no liability whatsoever to the Customer in respect of 
such refusal, but the Customer shall be liable in respect of any partially completed Work to pay the Company on 
a pro rata basis.

 (b) No items shall be delivered to nor accepted by the Company other than the materials relating to the Work 
including but not limited to documents, disks, binders, papers, files, and packaging.

 (c) Orders for Work placed on and accepted by the Company or documents delivered to the Company relating to 
Work may not be withdrawn by the Customer save with the prior consent of the Company.

 (d) The Company’s employees or agents are not authorised to make any representations concerning the Work 
undertaken unless confirmed by the Company in writing.

6 Copyright Trademark Protection: The Customer shall be responsible for obtaining all necessary authority to 
reproduce pictures, artwork, photographs etc. The Customer indemnifies, undertakes and warrants that all Work 
delivered to the Company shall not infringe any copyright, trademark, registered design or other proprietorial right 
of any third party and shall not constitute libel or otherwise render the Company open to legal action whatsoever 
and the Customer shall indemnify the Company its servants and agents from and against all liabilities and claims 
which the Company may incur as a result of undertaking Work and/or compliance with the instructions or 
requests of the Customer. 

7 Deposit, Delivery and Payment: 
 (a) A non-refundable deposit of 50% shall be made on confirmation of  order and shall be in part payment of the 

Price.
 (b) Delivery of Work shall be accepted when tendered and thereupon or, earlier, on notification that the Work has 

been completed, payment shall become due. 
 (c) On certain classes of Work, in particular work for clients without a credit account, the Company reserves the 

right to insist upon payment being received prior to commencement of Work. 
 (d) The responsibility and cost for collection / delivery of goods lies with the Customer. Any carriage arranged 

by the Company is on the Customer’s behalf and the Company is not liable for any delays arising out of that 
carriage. 

 (e) Should expedited delivery be agreed extra charges may be made to cover any overtime or any other additional 
costs involved but the Customer will be advised of such charges before they are incurred. 

 (f) Should Work be suspended at the request of, or be delayed through any default of, the Customer for a period 
extending beyond 30 days the Company shall be entitled to payment for Work already carried out, materials 
specially ordered and any other additional costs involved including storage.

 (g) Where the Work is to be delivered in instalments, each delivery shall constitute a separate contract and failure 
by the Company to deliver any one or more of the instalments shall not entitle the Customer to treat the Contract 
as a whole as repudiated.

 (h) The Company’s liability for failure to deliver the Work for any reason other than any cause beyond the 
Company’s reasonable control or the Customer’s fault, shall be limited in any event to a sum not exceeding 
£100.

8 Interest: The Company shall at its discretion be entitled to charge interest at a rate up to 6% above Bank of 
England base lending rate from time to time per annum on any account which remains unpaid after 30 days from 
the date of the invoice. The Company shall be entitled to recover from the Customer all costs and disbursements 
incurred by the Company in employing a solicitor, debt collector or other third party to enforce or collect payment 
of any overdue account. 

9 Completion Dates: No completion dates are guaranteed, time not being of the essence. In the event of a Customer 
paying an additional charge for an expedited completion date, and through no fault of the Customer such date is 
not met the Company’s liability shall only extend to the refund of the additional charge for the expedited service.

10 Variations in Quantity: Every endeavour will be made to deliver the correct quantity ordered, but estimates are 
conditional upon margins of 5 percent for Work in one colour only and 10 percent for other Work. Where other 
Work has an excess or shortage (4 percent and 8 percent respectively for quantities exceeding 50,000) the 
excess Work or shortage of Work is to be charged or deducted respectively.  

11 Claims:  Any claims to the Company must be in writing within 7 days of  delivery date or (where the defect or 
failure was not apparent on reasonable inspection) within a reasonable time after discovery of the defect or failure. 
Any query regarding non-delivery must be made within 14 days of the invoice date. In so far as permitted at law, 
claims outside this limit will not be accepted. 

12 Liability: All representations, guarantees, undertakings, conditions and warranties (whether expressed or implied, 
statutory or otherwise) are excluded from this contract.  Except in respect of death or personal injury caused by 
the Company’s negligence the Company shall not be under any liability for negligence or otherwise howsoever 
caused in respect of any advice given to the Customer. Without prejudice to the foregoing, the Company’s liability 
in respect of defective or faulty Work shall be limited to rectifying the defect or fault or replacing the Work or 
crediting the invoice price of the goods at its option. The Company shall in no circumstances be liable for any loss 
or damage in excess of the invoice price of any Work or any part thereof in respect to which a claim is made.

13 Standing Materials: Metal, film, glass, digital media and other materials owned by the Company and used by 
the Company in the production of type, plates, moulds, stereotypes, film setting, negatives, positives, computer 
images and the like shall remain the Company’s exclusive property. Such items when supplied by the Customer 
shall remain the Customer’s property. Under normal circumstances the standing material, including the colour 
film, will be retained on file for a period of two years after which time the Company reserves the right to dispose 
of it. Duplicate copies can be supplied for an additional charge should the Customer request them within the 2 
year period. Notwithstanding the above type may be distributed, negatives destroyed, computer files erased 
and lithographic photographic or other work effaced immediately after the order is executed unless written 
arrangements are made to the contrary. In the latter event, rent may be charged.

14 Customer’s Property: Title to the Work shall not pass to the Customer until the Company has received in cash 
or cleared funds payment in full for the price of the Work. Customer’s property and all property supplied to the 
Company by or on behalf of the Customer shall while it is in the possession of the Company or their agents or 
in transit be deemed to be at the Customer’s risk, unless otherwise agreed and the Customer should insure 
accordingly. The Company shall be entitled to make a reasonable charge for the storage of any Customer’s 
property left with the Company before receipt of the order or after notification to the Customer of the completion 
of the work. Whilst every care is taken the Company and its agents cannot accept any responsibility for loss 
or damage to artwork, photography, transparencies, computer files, digital media or Customer’s property. Any 
liability shall be limited to the replacement cost of the basic material.

15 Materials Supplied by the Customer: The Company may reject any paper, plates, digital media or any other 
materials supplied or specified by the Customer that appear to be unsuitable. Additional cost incurred if materials 
are found to be unsuitable during production may be charged except that if the whole or any part of such additional 
cost could have been avoided but for unreasonable delay by the Company. Where materials are so supplied, the 
printer will take every care to secure the best results but responsibility will not be accepted for imperfect Work 
caused by defects in or unsuitability of material supplied or specified. Quantities of materials supplied shall be 
adequate to cover normal spoilage.

16 Sub Contracting: The Company shall be at liberty to subcontract either in whole or in part to any person, firm or 
company it shall think fit without notice to the Customer unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Company.

17 Data Protection: Basic Customer information as well as files produced for a particular job will be stored for 
accounting and production purposes. The Company shall remove these files at any time after full payment has 
been received upon requests for removal, made in writing, by the Customer.

18 Insolvency: If the Customer ceases to pay their debts in the ordinary course of business or cannot pay their debts 
as they become due or being a Company is deemed to be unable to pay its debts or has a winding-up petition 
issued against it or being a person commits an act of bankruptcy or has a bankruptcy petition issued against him, 
the Company without prejudice to other remedies shall (i) have the right not to proceed further with the contract or 
any other Work for the Customer, such charge to be an immediate debt due to the Company, and (ii) in respect of 
all unpaid debts due from the Customer have a general lien on all goods and property in his possession (whether 
worked on or not) and shall be entitled on the expiration of 14 days notice to dispose of such goods or property 
in such manner and at such price as he thinks fit and to apply the proceeds towards such debts.

19 Illegal Matter: The Company shall not be required to print or reproduce any matter which in its opinion is or 
maybe of an illegal or libellous nature, or an infringement of the proprietary or other rights of any third party and 
reserves the right not to print any matter which in its opinion may be prejudicial or detrimental to the good of the 
Company’s business. The Company shall be indemnified by the Customer in respect of any claims, costs and 
expenses arising out of any libellous matter and any infringement of copyright, patent, design or of any other 
proprietary or personal rights contained in any material presented for the Customer. The indemnity shall extend to 
any amounts paid for legal advice in settlement of any claim.

20 Full Colour Printing: Every effort will be made to obtain the best colour reproduction but because of the process 
involved, the Company cannot guarantee an exact colour or texture match between the Customer’s original colour 
photography or transparency and the printed article. Customers who require colour reproduction of a specific 
standard and who wish to check the colour reproduction prior to printing must order a colour proof, in writing, 
when placing the order. An additional charge will be made for this. It is the Customer’s responsibility to ensure 
that the colour images submitted are suitable for the Work in hand. The Company cannot accept liability for 
unsatisfactory results caused by unsuitable or inferior colour images.

21 Colour Matching: The Company will happily mix the Customer’s special colour requirements or order special 
colours to be mixed by manufacturers if an ink sample is supplied but cannot guarantee to reproduce it exactly on 
additional runs or repeat orders. The Company will guarantee to match PMS colours.  

22 Force Majeure: The Company shall be under no liability if it is unable to carry out any provision in the contract for 
any reason beyond the Company’s reasonable control including (without limitation to the foregoing) Act of God, 
legislation, war, fire, flood, drought, import, or export regulations or embargoes, failure of power supply, lock-out, 
strike or other action taken by employees in contemplation of furtherance of a dispute or owing to any inability 
to procure materials required for the performance of the contract. During the continuance of such a contingency 
the Customer may by written notice to the Company elect to terminate the contract and pay for work done and 
materials used, but subject thereto shall otherwise accept delivery when available.

23 Law: The construction, validity and performance of the Agreement shall be governed in all respects by English 
Law.

24 Notice: Notices required or permitted to be given by either party to the other under these conditions shall be in 
writing addressed to that other party at its registered office.

25 Arbitration: Any dispute arising under or in connection with these conditions shall be referred to arbitration by the 
single arbitrator appointed by agreement or (in default) nominated on the application of either party by the National 
Council of The British Association for Print and Communication.

26 Severance: If any provision of these conditions is held to be invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part the 
validity of the other provisions of these conditions shall not be affected thereby.
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Pop up graphic displays

•Elegant, high quality, rapid-erect, 
self-supporting anodised
aluminium structure

•Simple, fully magnetic rail
connection including front face/end
curve graphic hanging kits

•Component bags and magnetic 
tape included

•Overall height without lighting
2255mm

•Heavy-duty carry case included
•Optional 150w halogen lamps with 

carry bag
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

HALOGEN lamp kit

•2 x 150w lamps
•Power leads
•Carry bag included

2

•Heavy duty moulded wheeled case
with integral handle and flat top

•Carry case-to-counter in seconds
•Halogen lamp storage

compartment within the lid
•Lockable (padlocks not supplied)
• Optional laminated counter top
•670mm(w) x 435mm(d) x 925mm(h)
•Net weight 9.5kg

COUNTER top

•Hinged laminated top
• Transported within

carry case

CARRY case

1x3, 2x3, 3x3, 4x3, 5x3
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•Heavy-duty carry case included
•Optional 150w halogen lamps with 

carry bag
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

HALOGEN lamp kit

•2 x 150w lamps
•Power leads
•Carry bag included

2

•Heavy duty moulded wheeled case
with integral handle and flat top

•Carry case-to-counter in seconds
•Halogen lamp storage

compartment within the lid
•Lockable (padlocks not supplied)
• Optional laminated counter top
•670mm(w) x 435mm(d) x 925mm(h)
•Net weight 9.5kg

COUNTER top

•Hinged laminated top
• Transported within

carry case

CARRY case

1x3, 2x3, 3x3, 4x3, 5x3
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•Elegant high quality, rapid-erect,
anodised aluminium framework

•Fully magnetic rail connection
•Laminated counter top and shelves,

also available in white
•Unique, self-aligning magnetic

graphic hanging system
•Simple Velcro attachment of counter

top to structure

•Structure carry bag included
•Optional graphic carry drum

(recommended)
•Curved 2x2 structure
•Top 1370mm(w) x 530mm(d)
•Overall height 907mm
•Net weight 19.4kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

POP-UP counter

•Elegant, high quality, rapid-erect, anodised aluminium
framework

•Fully-magnetic rail connection
•Laminated counter top and shelves, also available in white
•Structure carry bag included
•Straight 1x3 structure
•Top 685mm(w) x 365mm(d)
•Overall height 1035mm, net weight 11.2kg
•Quality assured - 5 year guarantee

Mini POP-UP counter

Pop up graphic displays

3

•Laminated counter top and
shelves also available in white

•Laminated counter top and
shelves also available in white
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DLPlus – single unit

Roll up graphic displays

•Single system image 2000mm(h) 
x 850mm(w)

•Deluxe silver anodised cassette
with levelling screws

• Chrome end caps with optional
coloured end caps available

•New 3 piece 'fine tune' adjustable
height bungee pole with discreet
moulded top

•New snap lock graphic hanging

profile with discreet end caps 
•Optional magnetic joining cap with 

link profile
•Durable foam padded carry bag

with shoulder strap
• Optional low voltage spotlight
• Internationally registered design
•Net weight 5.4kg
•Quality assured - 5 year guarantee 

Not only is our DL PLUS graphic
display professional and smart but
it's also cleverly adaptable. Used
individually, the single units will
assert a commanding presence in
any application. This system reveals
its true colours when these
individual roll ups are linked
together to form a visually-imposing
display which is stylish, elegant and
impossible to ignore.  

The roll-up stand is protected by granted European Registered Design number 1843-0001

Optional colours
Black, blue and red

Standard
Chrome

End caps
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•Unique, magnetically linkable
cassette with linkable graphic
hanging profile allows you to link 2,
3 or more units together

•Discreet colour matched moulded
magnetic joining cap

•Discreet silver anodised link profile
with lockable connector bar

•Only 26mm gap between linked
graphics (less than 2% of image area)

•Straightforward assembly for dramatic
visual effect

•Double system graphic width: 1726mm
•Triple system graphic width: 2602mm

Roll up graphic displays

DLPlus – linked units

Pole with discreet moulded top

•Low voltage – 50w
• In-line transformer
• Full pivot head
• Cable management clip
• Carry bag included
• Compatible with all single sided roll ups

SPOTLIGHT – low voltage

Magnetic joining cap Link profile (rear view)

5
The multiple stand is the subject of pending protection under European patent application number 09178238.3

•Optional magnetic joining
cap with link profile
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•Single image 2000mm(h) x 850mm(w)
• Silver anodised cassette with solid 

swivel foot
• Available with either 'snap lock' or

'self adhesive' graphic hanging profile
• Three-piece 'bungee’  pole
•Deluxe padded carry bag
•Net weight 4.1kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Single image 2000mm(h) x 1000mm(w)
• Silver anodised cassette with solid 

swivel foot
• Available with either 'snap lock' or

'self adhesive' graphic hanging profile
• Three-piece 'bungee’  pole
•Deluxe padded carry bag
•Net weight 4.7kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Single image 2000mm(h) x 1200mm(w)
• Silver anodised cassette with solid 

swivel foot
• Available with either 'snap lock' or

'self adhesive' graphic hanging profile
• Three-piece 'bungee’  pole
•Deluxe padded carry bag
•Net weight 5.3kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

Roll up graphic displays

6

• Single image 2000mm(h) x 850mm(w)
• Lightweight silver anodised cassette 

with twin swivel feet
• Snap-lock graphic hanging profile

with discreet moulded pole attachment
• Three-piece 'bungee’  pole
• Padded carry bag
• Net weight 3.0kg
• Quality assured - 5 year guarantee

STart ST185 ST1100 ST1120
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•Twin images 1965mm(h) x 850mm(w)
• Silver anodised cassette with chrome

hoop swivel foot
• Available with either 'snap lock' or

'self adhesive' graphic hanging profile
• Three-piece 'bungee’  pole
•Deluxe padded carry bag
•Net weight 5.4kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Single image 2000mm(h) x 850mm(w)
•Deluxe silver anodised cassette with

levelling screws
•Polished end plates
•Snap lock graphic hanging profile
•Durable padded carry bag
• Internationally registered design
•Net weight 5.4kg
•Quality assured - 5 year guarantee

•Twin images 2000mm(h) x 850mm(w)
•Deluxe silver anodised/blue cassette

with levelling screws
•Deluxe snap lock graphic hanging

profile
• Three-piece 'bungee’  pole
•Deluxe padded carry bag
•Net weight 7.9kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Low voltage – 50w
• In-line transformer
• Full pivot head
• Cable management clip
• Carry bag included
• Compatible with all single

sided roll ups

SPOTLIGHT – low voltage

Roll up graphic displays
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Eco friendly displays

•Single Image 1980mm(h) x 800mm(w)
•Natural bamboo cassette with levelling 

feet and three section bamboo/aluminium pole
•Slide assembly graphic hanging bamboo rail
•Stylish reinforced cotton fabric carry bag
•Overall height 2090mm
•Net weight 5.0kg
• Individually cartoned
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Twin images 1980mm(h) x 800mm(w)
•Natural bamboo cassette with levelling feet

and three section bamboo/aluminium pole
•Slide assembly graphic hanging bamboo rail
•Stylish reinforced cotton fabric carry bag
•Overall height 2090mm
•Net weight 6.4kg
• Individually cartoned
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Single image 2000mm(h) x 800mm(w)
•Natural bamboo rails with three section

bamboo/aluminium pole
•Slide assembly graphic hanging bamboo rails
•Stylish reinforced cotton fabric carry bag
•Overall height 2070mm
•Net weight 2.8kg
• Individually cartoned
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee
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In terms of ecology, our mindset continues 
to shift, and consumers increasingly choose
greener options when offered them. We now
offer a range of display products that
acknowledge and respect these trends.

The Planet range is a high quality portfolio 
of free standing tension banner, roll-ups and
literature display stands built to our usual
exacting standards using only renewable, 
high quality bamboo.

The beautiful result is an array of products
that are elegant, functional, portable and
moisture resistant.

Having long been proven as an excellent
manufacturing material in tropical climes,
the enormous benefits of bamboo are now
being realised globally. Importantly, bamboo
crops are entirely sustainable. And when our

products reach the end of their
useful life, they are recyclable
and ultimately biodegradable.

In order to comply with
environmental legislation, all
items within our Planet
product range have been

protected with an eco-friendly
lacquer coating to further

enhance each product's natural look
and feel.

For display products that appeal to social
conscience, look no further. With its
spectacular performance and aesthetical
appeal, the Planet range is the smart ethical
choice.

Eco friendly displays

• Lightweight roll-up cotton fabric
literature presenter

• Natural bamboo rails with three
section bamboo/aluminium pole

• Travel friendly cotton fabric carry bag
• Info 4 –  4 x A4 portrait literature

pockets  Net weight 1.7kg
• Info 8 –  8 x A4 portrait literature

pockets  Net weight 2.2kg 
• Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Bamboo rapid erect system
•4 x A4 portrait literature holders 229mm(w)

x 355mm(h) x 25mm(d)
•Footprint 290mm(w) x 315mm(d) x

1680mm(h)
•Heavy-duty padded cotton fabric carry bag

with zip pockets
•Net weight 8.6kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

The PLANET range
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Literature presenters

GRAPHIC header frame

•Bright chrome, rapid-erect system
•3 A4 portrait, clear acrylic

dispensers 229mm(w) x 355mm(h) x
32mm(d)

•Footprint 260mm(w) x 275mm(d) x
1250mm(h)

•Heavy-duty padded carry bag
•Net weight 5.0kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Ultra lightweight, black roll-up
mesh presenter

•M4 – 4 x A4 portrait literature
pockets

•M8 – 8 x A4 portrait literature
pockets

•Travel-friendly carry bag
•M4 Net weight 1.2kg
•M8 Net weight 1.7kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Framed acrylic presenters A4 portrait  (DL1), 
A4 landscape (DL2) and A3 landscape (DL3)

•Deluxe, double-sided rapid-erect alloy system
•Stylish alloy carry case with padded interior
• Optional header frame for DL2 and DL3
•Net weight from 8.0kg to 11.2kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

10

• Easy 'slide-on' bracket fitting to
literature presenter

* Please note graphic header frame comes
in separate carton and does not fit into
carry case.

ST Literature M4 & M8 Literature DL Literature
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Banner graphic displays

•Single image with eyelets 
2000mm(h) x 1200mm(w) option

•Unique design with easily 
assembled frame

•Multi-purpose carry bag
•Footprint 1315mm(w) x 825mm(d)
•Net weight 2.4kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Single image with eyelets 
1600mm(h) x 600mm(w)

•Unique design with easily 
assembled frame

•Multi-purpose carry bag
•Footprint 650mm(w) x 685mm(d)
•Net weight 1.9kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

XB2 XB3
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Banner graphic displays

•Single image with eyelets 
2000mm(h) x 1200mm(w) option
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•Single image with eyelets 2000mm(h) x
700mm(w)

•Unique, composite outdoor/indoor design
with telescopic pole and water fillable
base

•Footprint 360mm(w) x 500mm(d)
•Deluxe carry bag
•Net weight 3.6kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guaranteeOu
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Outdoor graphic displays

  12

•Twin A1 portrait snap frame display
•Robust anodised aluminium 'A’ frame
•Twin clear acrylic lenses included
•Footprint 630mm(w) x 775mm(d)
•Overall height 1150mm
•Net weight 8.8kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Twin A1 portrait snap frame display
•Durable outdoor construction, twin spring

mounts on a wheeled, water fillable base
with moulded handle

•Twin clear acrylic lenses included
•Footprint 790mm(w) x 500mm(d)
•Overall height 1175mm
•Net weight 12.8kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

External quality media and printing inks recommended for outdoor applications

VOYAGERIIPOS A Frame POS Pavement
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Outdoor graphic displays

13

• Twin images 870, 1440 or 2015mm(h) x
800mm(w) 

• Two spring-mounted telescopic poles 
• Water fillable, moulded, wheeled base with

carry handle and swivel stabilising foot 
• Footprint 1000mm(w) x 780mm(d) (Max.) 
•Deluxe padded carry bag 
• Net weight 16.8kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Single or double sided image with eyelets 
1700mm to 3000mm(h) option x 1000mm(w)

•Flexible indoor/outdoor design with
telescopic pole, water fillable base and 
two carry bags

•Overall height (fully extended) 5400mm
•Footprint 800mm(w) x 800mm(d)
•Net weight 15.1kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Two-piece, hinged base
•Easily filled with water

•Single image (S) 2400mm, (M) 3000mm, 
or (L) 4000mm(h) x 800mm(w)

•Three-piece hi-tensile aluminium pole with special
powder coating for 12 year external use lifespan

• Heavy duty, weather-proof ground spike supplied
as standard (other bases available)

• Durable carry bag to accommodate hardware 
and banner graphic

• Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

•Available in three heights
•Maximum overall height

fully extended 4450mm
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Modular displays

CENTRO 1

Post cap colours available

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

   

 

       

      

 

    

rear view

14

1500mm 2250mm750mm
(C1K/150) (C1K/225)(C1K/75)

• Designed for a banner graphic with
horizontally hemmed pockets or a rigid panel

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requiring only a single hex bit for complete
assembly –  4mm hex key supplied

•Also suitable for plain/printed rigid 
PVC panels

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise
stability, minimise footprint and ease
transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1006mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm - 1756mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2506mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case
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Modular displays

CENTRO 2 straight

With spacer bars
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Post cap colours available
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(C2KS/150) (C2KS/225)(C2KS/75)

   

 

       

      

 

    

With spacer bars

Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

15

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

• Designed for a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied 
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C2KS/150 and C2KS/225
systems)

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1226mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm - 1976mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2726mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting
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and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

• Designed for a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied 
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C2KS/150 and C2KS/225
systems)

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1226mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm - 1976mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2726mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting
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Modular displays

CENTRO 2 straight
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(C2KS/150) (C2KS/225)(C2KS/75)

   

 

       

      

 

    

With spacer bars

Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

15

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

• Designed for a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied 
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C2KS/150 and C2KS/225
systems)

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1226mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm - 1976mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2726mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting
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Modular displays

CENTRO 2 straight

With spacer bars

   

 

       

      

 

    

1500mm 2250mm

Post cap colours available

750mm
(C2KS/150) (C2KS/225)(C2KS/75)

   

 

       

      

 

    

With spacer bars

Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

15

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

• Designed for a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied 
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C2KS/150 and C2KS/225
systems)

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1226mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm - 1976mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2726mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting
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Modular displays

• Designed for a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C2KC/150 and C2KC/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise
stability, minimise footprint and ease
transportation

•Overall height without lighting
2019mm

•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1263mm(w) x 378mm(d)
- 1500mm - 2007mm(w) x 393mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2695mm(w) x 567mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

CENTRO 2 curved

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

Post cap colours available Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

With spacer bars

16

1500mm 2250mm750mm
(C2KC/150) (C2KC/225)(C2KC/75)

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

With spacer bars
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Modular displays

• Designed for a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C2KC/150 and C2KC/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise
stability, minimise footprint and ease
transportation

•Overall height without lighting
2019mm

•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1263mm(w) x 378mm(d)
- 1500mm - 2007mm(w) x 393mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2695mm(w) x 567mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

CENTRO 2 curved

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

Post cap colours available Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

With spacer bars

16

1500mm 2250mm750mm
(C2KC/150) (C2KC/225)(C2KC/75)

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

With spacer bars
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Modular displays

• Designed for a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C2KC/150 and C2KC/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise
stability, minimise footprint and ease
transportation

•Overall height without lighting
2019mm

•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1263mm(w) x 378mm(d)
- 1500mm - 2007mm(w) x 393mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2695mm(w) x 567mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

CENTRO 2 curved

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

Post cap colours available Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

With spacer bars

16

1500mm 2250mm750mm
(C2KC/150) (C2KC/225)(C2KC/75)

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

With spacer bars
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Modular displays

• Designed for a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C2KC/150 and C2KC/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise
stability, minimise footprint and ease
transportation

•Overall height without lighting
2019mm

•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1263mm(w) x 378mm(d)
- 1500mm - 2007mm(w) x 393mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2695mm(w) x 567mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

CENTRO 2 curved

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

Post cap colours available Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

With spacer bars

16

1500mm 2250mm750mm
(C2KC/150) (C2KC/225)(C2KC/75)

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

With spacer bars
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Modular displays

• Designed for a visually seamless
magnetic graphic display

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C2KC/150 and C2KC/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise
stability, minimise footprint and ease
transportation

•Overall height without lighting
2019mm

•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm - 1263mm(w) x 378mm(d)
- 1500mm - 2007mm(w) x 393mm(d)
- 2250mm - 2695mm(w) x 567mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

CENTRO 2 curved

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

Post cap colours available Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

With spacer bars

16

1500mm 2250mm750mm
(C2KC/150) (C2KC/225)(C2KC/75)

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case



With spacer bars

17

Modular displays

• Designed for simple magnetic fixing of
your graphic panel

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C3KS/150 and C3KS/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm (1x 750mm) - 1226mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm (2x 750mm) - 2269mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm (3x 750mm) - 3312mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

CENTRO 3 straight

   

 

       

      

 

    

Post cap colours available

   

 

       

      

 

    

With spacer bars

Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

750mm 750mm 750mm750mm 750mm750mm

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

(C3KS/150) (C3KS/225)(C3KS/75)
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s•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520mm(w) x 440mm(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

With spacer bars

17

Modular displays

• Designed for simple magnetic fixing of
your graphic panel

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C3KS/150 and C3KS/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm (1x 750mm) - 1226mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm (2x 750mm) - 2269mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm (3x 750mm) - 3312mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

CENTRO 3 straight

   

 

       

      

 

    

Post cap colours available

   

 

       

      

 

    

With spacer bars

Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

750mm 750mm 750mm750mm 750mm750mm

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

(C3KS/150) (C3KS/225)(C3KS/75)
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s•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520mm(w) x 440mm(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

With spacer bars

17

Modular displays

• Designed for simple magnetic fixing of
your graphic panel

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C3KS/150 and C3KS/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm (1x 750mm) - 1226mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm (2x 750mm) - 2269mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm (3x 750mm) - 3312mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

CENTRO 3 straight

   

 

       

      

 

    

Post cap colours available
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Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.

750mm 750mm 750mm750mm 750mm750mm

Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

(C3KS/150) (C3KS/225)(C3KS/75)
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s•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520mm(w) x 440mm(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

With spacer bars

17

Modular displays

• Designed for simple magnetic fixing of
your graphic panel

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C3KS/150 and C3KS/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm (1x 750mm) - 1226mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm (2x 750mm) - 2269mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm (3x 750mm) - 3312mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee
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BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.
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Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

(C3KS/150) (C3KS/225)(C3KS/75)
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s•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520mm(w) x 440mm(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting

With spacer bars

17

Modular displays

• Designed for simple magnetic fixing of
your graphic panel

• Innovative modular display system with
contemporary neon acrylic features

•Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

•Requires only a single 4mm hex key 
for complete assembly (Key supplied
with system and upgraded to power
tool kit with C3KS/150 and C3KS/225
systems

•Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

•Overall height without lighting 2019mm
•Maximum footprint:
- 750mm (1x 750mm) - 1226mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 1500mm (2x 750mm) - 2269mm(w) x 380mm(d)
- 2250mm (3x 750mm) - 3312mm(w) x 380mm(d)
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee

CENTRO 3 straight
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Without spacer bars

BLUE RED

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic
features, available in neon blue,
red and green or standard frost.
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Available kits shown above (dimensions stated are graphic widths)

(C3KS/150) (C3KS/225)(C3KS/75)
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s•Compact and durable moulded plastic case
and lid

•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry

handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520mm(w) x 440mm(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

Accessories available:
• Centro podium kit
• Centro counter kit
• A4 brochure holder
• Screen mounting kit
• Choice of 50w or 150w lighting



•Ergonomically designed acrylic top,
available in neon blue, green and red or
standard frost.

•Contemporary design to enhance visual
impact of modular display system

•Special non-scratch, clear surface coating
•Clamps securely to Centro system post in

a variety of positions

CENTRO podium kit

Modular displays

CENTRO accessories

18

• iPad Vesa (see page 22)
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•Stylish and durable moulded plastic case with rubber wheels
•Detachable lid with moulded handle and 3 lockable latches
•Case incorporates convenient side carry handle
•White lined tube 254mm dia. x 980mm (holds 4 x 1990mm graphics)
•Overall case dimensions 520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Nominal net weight including tube without graphics 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee
•Optional laminated folding top (beech or black) with padded bag
•Converts to counter display with simple application

of graphic wrap

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

•Laminated counter top
available in beech or black

•Ergonomically designed acrylic top,
available in neon blue, green and red or
standard frost.

•Contemporary design to enhance visual
impact of modular display system

•Special non-scratch, clear surface coating
•Clamps securely to Centro system post in

a variety of positions

CENTRO podium kit

Modular displays

CENTRO accessories

18

• iPad Vesa (see page 22)
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•Stylish and durable moulded plastic case with rubber wheels
•Detachable lid with moulded handle and 3 lockable latches
•Case incorporates convenient side carry handle
•White lined tube 254mm dia. x 980mm (holds 4 x 1990mm graphics)
•Overall case dimensions 520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Nominal net weight including tube without graphics 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee
•Optional laminated folding top (beech or black) with padded bag
•Converts to counter display with simple application

of graphic wrap

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

•Laminated counter top
available in beech or black

•Ergonomically designed acrylic top,
available in neon blue, green and red or
standard frost.

•Contemporary design to enhance visual
impact of modular display system

•Special non-scratch, clear surface coating
•Clamps securely to Centro system post in

a variety of positions

CENTRO podium kit

Modular displays

CENTRO accessories

18

• iPad Vesa (see page 22)
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•Stylish and durable moulded plastic case with rubber wheels
•Detachable lid with moulded handle and 3 lockable latches
•Case incorporates convenient side carry handle
•White lined tube 254mm dia. x 980mm (holds 4 x 1990mm graphics)
•Overall case dimensions 520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Nominal net weight including tube without graphics 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee
•Optional laminated folding top (beech or black) with padded bag
•Converts to counter display with simple application

of graphic wrap

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

•Laminated counter top
available in beech or black

•Ergonomically designed acrylic top,
available in neon blue, green and red or
standard frost.

•Contemporary design to enhance visual
impact of modular display system

•Special non-scratch, clear surface coating
•Clamps securely to Centro system post in

a variety of positions

CENTRO podium kit

Modular displays

CENTRO accessories

18

• iPad Vesa (see page 22)
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•Stylish and durable moulded plastic case with rubber wheels
•Detachable lid with moulded handle and 3 lockable latches
•Case incorporates convenient side carry handle
•White lined tube 254mm dia. x 980mm (holds 4 x 1990mm graphics)
•Overall case dimensions 520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Nominal net weight including tube without graphics 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee
•Optional laminated folding top (beech or black) with padded bag
•Converts to counter display with simple application

of graphic wrap

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

•Laminated counter top
available in beech or black

•Ergonomically designed acrylic top,
available in neon blue, green and red or
standard frost.

•Contemporary design to enhance visual
impact of modular display system
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•Clamps securely to Centro system post in

a variety of positions

CENTRO podium kit

Modular displays
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•Special expanding bracket
clamp with heavy-duty screws
to secure screen to post

•Uncomplicated assembly with
5mm hex key supplied

•Maximum screen size 22 inches
(for the option of mounting
larger screens see the Centro
Theatre kits in AV section)

SCREEN mounting kit

•Colour co-ordinated acrylic A4
portrait brochure holder

•Available in neon blue, green
and red, or standard frost

•Thermoformed one piece
acrylic to maximise strength

•Simple 'hook over' style fitting

BROCHURE holder set

19

HALOGEN lamp

•150w silver halogen lamp
•Stylish design with 360° pivoting head
•Power lead

SPOTLIGHT

•50w silver low voltage spotlights
•Contemporary perforated lamp cover
•Vertically tilting head design
• In-line transformer and power lead

POWER tool kit

•Versatile cordless screwdriver with variable torque setting
• Kit contains 1x 4mm hex bit for complete Centro assembly
• 1x spare manual 4mm hex key
• 3.6V Lithium Ion Battery
• Compact carry container
• Net weight 1.2kg

4mm hex key

•High strength nylon handle
•Ergonomic handle for

maximum grip and comfort
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CENTRO counter kit

•Elegant high quality anodised aluminium curved modular
counter

•Freestanding display with pearl white laminate counter top
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•Magnetic tape supplied for hanging curved graphic
•Overall height of 1025mm
•Footprint 1092mm(w) x 440mm(d)
•Net weight 19.1kg
•Quality assured –  5 year guarantee
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Audio Visual displays

CENTRO Theatre systems

GREEN FROST

Range of coloured acrylic features, available in neon blue, red
and green or standard frost.

• Contemporary modular graphic display 
system for accommodating screens 
23- 42 inches

• Unique, robust anodised aluminium
construction

• Shaped silver base plate to maximise stability,
minimise footprint and ease transportation

• Power tool kit supplied. Only the 4mm hex
and cross head bits are required for complete
assembly

BLUE RED

Post caps available in various colours

20

• Overall height without lighting 2019mm
• Maximum footprint:

Set 1 - 1206mm(w) x 521mm(d)
Set 2 - 1756mm(w) x 521mm(d)
Set 3 - 2885mm(w) x 518mm(d)
Set 4 - 3254mm(w) x 380mm(d)
Set 4 (Alternative Layout) - 2652mm(w) x 1106mm(d)

• Quality assured - 5 year guarantee

•Compact and durable moulded plastic case and lid
•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
•White lined graphics tube 254mm dia. x 980mm

(can hold 4x 1990mm drops)
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

Please note screen and graphics not included
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Audio Visual displays
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Audio Visual displays

21

• Graphic dimensions:
1990mm(h) x 950mm(w)

• Podium table kit
required for stability

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Set 4
Alternative
Layout

• Graphic dimensions:
1990mm(h) x 750mm(w) x2

• Podium table kit
required for stability

• Graphic dimensions:
1990mm(h) x 950mm(w) x1
1990mm(h) x 750mm(w) x2

• Graphic dimensions:
1990mm(h) x 950mm(w) x3

• All systems will accommodate screens 23- 42 inches
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Please note screen and graphics not included
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iPad displays

The new CENTRO iPad Display
family is designed to complement
the CENTRO range of exhibition
systems. The CENTRO iPad Displays
rotate a full 360° and the surface
mount versions also tilt 90°.
With a little imagination, countless
combinations of display
configurations are possible. 
Quality assured - 5 year guarantee

22

 

Rotates

360˚

Designed for

iPad

Back of Vesa mount

Universal joint swivels 360˚

Security lock

Fits most worktops*

 

360

iPad Column

iPad Podium•Compact and durable moulded plastic case and lid
•Base fitted with rubber wheels
•Moulded lid handle with additional side carry handle
•3 lid latches with lockable facility
• Internal elasticated product retaining strap 
•Overall case dimensions

520(w) x 440(d) x 1130mm(h)
•Net weight 8.9kg
•Quality assured - 12 months guarantee

CENTRO wheeled trolley case

*iPad Vesa

 

360

 

Swivels

360˚

*iPad Vesa enclosure and iPad Counter Mount enclosure exclude Centro hardware shown in images.
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Versatile:
•Countless configurations possible
•Acrylic podium top, brochure holder and

collar available in neon blue, green, red or
frost - n.b. black acrylic collar supplied
with frost podium top.

•Literature presenter, podium and graphic
panel options

Agile:
•360° rotation
•90° tilt
•360° swivel
•Mounts to most desks
•CENTRO system mount
•Apertures for Apple dock

connectors, camera and speaker
in back

Secure:
•Lightweight aluminium case
•Robust black finish
•Vesa fitting
•Lockable frame (two keys)
•Fits iPad 1, iPad 2 and the new

iPad 3
•7.5kg Heavy duty steel base –

overall diameter 464mm

iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 

GREEN BLACK

Range of coloured acrylic collars available in neon blue, red
and green or black

BLUE RED

iPad acrylic collars available in various colours

iPad POSiPad Versa 2iPad Versa 1iPad Info *iPad Counter Mount

iPads and graphics are not included.
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frost - n.b. black acrylic collar supplied
with frost podium top.

•Literature presenter, podium and graphic
panel options

Agile:
•360° rotation
•90° tilt
•360° swivel
•Mounts to most desks
•CENTRO system mount
•Apertures for Apple dock

connectors, camera and speaker
in back

Secure:
•Lightweight aluminium case
•Robust black finish
•Vesa fitting
•Lockable frame (two keys)
•Fits iPad 1, iPad 2 and the new

iPad 3
•7.5kg Heavy duty steel base –

overall diameter 464mm

iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
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iPad display concept

Screw clips

More visibility
The simple addition of an easy-fit mounting kit and graphic panel(s)
magnify the iPad Column�s brilliance as an interactive multimedia
display by unleashing a powerful promotional opportunity, too.
Branding and messaging can be used to drive and enhance the iPad
user experience as well as increase visibility from distance

Concept utilising iPad Column
and single panel with 3 clips
(CiPA/1) or twin panel with 6 clips
(CiPA/1 x 2)

iPad Column

+ =

iPads and graphics are not included.
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iPad display concept

Concept utilising iPad Column
and single panel with 2
thumbscrews (CiPA /2) or double
sided panels with 4
thumbscrews (CiPA/2 x 2)

Thumb screw

iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 

iPad Column

+ =

Greater impact
The easy-fit graphic panel face mounting kit enables the iPad Column
to work even harder with the addition of graphic panels for tailored
branding. This enhances the fully-interactive multimedia capabilities
of the iPad making it the perfect solution for wayfinding, menus,
seminars, exhibitions and demonstrations. iP
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